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Getting to grips
with the Corbyn
revolution

OR a profession always up for
confrontation, journalists can be
mightily thin-skinned. When Jeremy

Corbyn addressed the Labour Party
conference last autumn, he had already faced
two weeks of savaging from Fleet Street. And
he had clearly noticed. Noting that one
newspaper had attacked him for having an
ancestor who ran a workhouse, he apologised
for ‘not doing the decent thing’ and going
back in time to chastise him. Pretty good
going from a man who had been lampooned
all summer as a humourless Puritan?

But, in the press area, where I was sitting,
correspondents sighed heavily and tut-tutted.
The woman to my left hastily tweeted that
Corbyn was ‘attacking the media again.’

Yes, many of the MPs now on Labour’s front
bench have had to learn about media strategy
pretty sharpish. Their advisers were not used
to the demands of a 24-hour news cycle. They
did not give out speeches in advance during
the first few weeks – as is the general practice.
But it was not simply a matter of settling in.
Corbyn’s regime wanted to do politics
differently – and it’s safe to say this didn’t best
please the band of elite political reporters
known in Westminster as the lobby.

NEW LABOUR AGENDA
Truth be told, political reporting is easy when
you’re dealing with certainties. And if there
was one certainty in the Labour Party over the
past two decades, it was that spontaneity was
off the New Labour agenda. When Labour
Party conference delegates voted to
renationalise Royal Mail in 2013, Chuka
Umunna immediately briefed journalists that
the leadership would ignore this mandate. The
same happened with rail – bringing the
railways back into public ownership, a popular
policy even with Conservative voters – and
the state pension earnings link under the New
Labour project of Tony Blair, Gordon Brown
and Peter Mandelson.

When votes become meaningless, it’s no
surprise that journalists start ignoring them. In
2014, a rowdy conference floor rebellion went

by unnoticed. Getting stories from keynote
speeches – fully briefed in advance, of course –
is duller, but certainly much easier.

COMMAND AND CONTROL
Yet after the wave of grassroots optimism that
swept Jeremy Corbyn to victory, it was clear
the days of command and control were over.
There was no question of the leadership
ignoring conference mandates. And there was
a new significance for trade union policy
making, too. Labour’s affiliates would no
longer be treated like ‘embarrassing elderly
relatives’, as TUC general secretary John Monks
once complained.

Labour Party and trade union structures are
not easy to understand. Yet it has still been a
surprise to see journalists from an assortment
of liberal and right-wing newspapers turn to
me since Corbyn’s victory for help in
understanding the way the party, and the
unions, work.

Perhaps it shouldn’t be. Every newspaper
once employed several industrial and labour
correspondents, who made it their business to
understand these sometimes arcane goings-
on. But these days I am one of just three
industrial correspondents in the print media.

Sadly, political reporters have proved
themselves unable to understand the
movement politics now consuming Labour.
Newspapers repeatedly claim Trident
replacement was discussed, or even approved,
at last year’s Labour Party conference. MPs
such as Alison McGovern have said much the
same in broadcast interviews – and gone
unchallenged. Trident was, in fact, simply not
prioritised for debate by either the unions or
constituency delegates.

In January it was reported that Labour MPs

had passed a motion to bar Steve Rotheram,
MP for Liverpool Walton, and Corbyn’s
parliamentary private secretary, from the
party’s national executive committee –
rectifying an ambiguity in the Parliamentary
Labour Party’s standing orders. No-one picked
up on how the Labour rule book says such
disputes of interpretation should be dealt with
by the party executive, not by votes of MPs.
But out-of-depth reporters relied on the
version briefed to them by the plotters from
the Progress wing of the party who, of course,
wanted this vote to be seen as a fatal blow to
the new leader.

IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH
Now our newspapers are so interested in the
workings of the labour movement you’d think
they’d want their reporters to get their heads
around the way it works. Relying on insiders to
speak in certain terms is useless when
decisions are made democratically. You’d think
any journalist who clung to the old ways
would soon fall behind.

But the notion that power could be in the
hands of a trade unionist on a committee, let
alone lay delegates at a conference, is alien to
many in the media establishment. With our
national news agenda so dominated by the
City, Westminster politics and showbiz,
precious little journalism involves talking to
ordinary people, let alone representing their
views in print, on radio, on screen or online.

A media that fails to understand the labour
movement and, more importantly, cannot
appreciate its democratic potential can only
portray it as a confusing, threatening rabble.
But those determined to see Jeremy Corbyn
fail could do a lot worse than this. Ignorance,
as they say, is strength.

The days when every
national newspaper had two
or even three industrial
correspondents have gone.
That’s why, as CONRAD

LANDIN, industrial reporter of the
Morning Star, explains, the Corbyn
revolution, putting trade unions and
Labour Party activists back at the heart
of the political process, has left many
Fleet Street papers floundering
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